Dr. Arthur Morse retires this year as Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology in the Medical School bearing the love and respect of his colleagues. It would be difficult in the long history of the School of Medicine to find a member of the faculty who gave more unselfishly and generously of his talents to furthering the highest interests of the institution and its affiliated hospital and to developing to an admirable degree the discipline in which he was specially interested. The Board of Permanent Officers wishes to record in its minutes the gratitude of Yale University to Dr. Morse for his many years of loyal and effective service.
The Board of Permanent Officers wishes to salute Dr. Morse for his accomplishments as a teacher, recognizing as it does that many leading practitioners of Obstetrics and Gynecology in City, State, and Nation are indebted to him for skillful guidance in their development in their special field of work. Three of his former pupils have occupied full professorships in other medical schools and many other pupils trained by Dr. Morse fill important academic posts of lesser rank.
Dr. Morse's work in the field of gynecological pathology has brought him recognition as an authority. Some years ago, with Doctors van Wagenen and Zuckerman as associates, he began the study of the physiology of reproduction in the monkey. The results of this fundamental research are recognized today as authoritative in the field of primate studies in reproduction. Carried into the clinical field these investigations have advanced our knowledge of the pathology of pregnancy and clarified problems associated with infertility.
Fortunately for the School of Medicine, Dr. Morse's official retirement does not terminate his interest and influence in the institution which he has unobtrusively but devotedly and effectively served since he came to Yale in 1915. His colleagues associate themselves with pupils and friends in extending good wishes for the future and gratitude for a life of fine integrity, unselfish loyalties, and generous and rewarding service to patients, students, School, and profession.
In addition to Dr. Morse's interest in research was his devotion to teaching. He was a fine teacher, unsparing of himself in time and effort. No part of his medical life gave him greater satisfaction. This interest in serving others extended far beyond his curricular duties and many of our younger physicians will recall with deep gratitude the many extra hours which he gave to them. Because he had the fine qualities of a natural teacher, medical students and others continously sought his counsel and advice. In such conference they were made confident by his sure insight, deep interest, and unfailing kindness.
In his contact with patients as a clinician he displayed an elevation of manner combined with kindness and sympathy which is recognized as greatness in medicine. In this he reflected the worth and teaching of those leaders under whom he had trained. They lived in him.
Words such as these cannot express the individual sense of loss which his passing will mean to those who were fortunately numbered among his friends. His was a generous friendship which forgets self. He looked always for the best in his friends and by that very act called forth the best from them. They saw in him that which Sir Thomas Browne extoled as nobility without heraldry and a natural dignity.
No true picture of Dr. Morse can be drawn without expressing his appreciation of humor as a part of the experience of life. The keenness of this sense was often seen not only in the quiet and very appropriate remark, but on occasion as a short and pointed poem with which to delight his intimates. This sense also served to carry him through the inevitable periods of stress which come to all men of important position. To him controversy in the usual sense was belittling and usually served no useful purpose. His opinions, however, lacked no firmness and he was unswerving whenever rightness was called to question.
To a friend he wrote, "I have two loyalties, one to my family, the second to the clinic." His devotion to his family, like his other devotions, is unassessable. A certain joy of living came to him through family life, the memory of which will remain a treasure to those who shared it with him. To his friends this is also a precious memorial, for they saw in this devotion its rare worth.
The words of the Connecticut poet will never be truer spoken than to the memory of Arthur Morse, "None knew thee but to love thee, Nor named thee but to praise."
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